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Background

1. In order to meet the requirements of the Accounts and Audit (Wales) Regulations 
2014, Newport City Council needs to prepare and present an Annual Governance 
Statement (AGS) alongside its Annual Statement of Accounts.  The AGS is based on 
the Council’s Code of Corporate Governance.  A review of Governance is also a 
requirement of the Local Government Measure.

2. The Code sets out Newport City Council’s approach to achieving and maintaining 
good corporate governance. It follows guidance produced by the Chartered Institute 
of Public Finance and Accountancy (CIPFA) and the Society of Local Authority Chief 
Executives and Senior Managers (SOLACE), and also takes account of the Welsh 
Assembly Government’s ‘citizen-centred governance principles for Wales’.

3. Newport City Council (the Council) is by nature, a complex organisation which affects 
the lives of all citizens in the area: As well as providing a diverse range of services, it 
also works with partner organisations who provide other public services. The 
Council’s aims and priorities reflect these responsibilities. 

4. The Council sees Corporate Governance as aiming to do the right things, in the right 
way, for the right people in a timely, inclusive, open, honest and accountable manner. 
It comprises the systems and processes, and also the culture and values, by which 
the Council is directed and controlled and how it accounts to and engages with its 
citizens.

5. Strong, transparent and responsive governance enables the Council to put citizens 
first by pursuing its aims and priorities effectively, and by underpinning them with 
appropriate mechanisms for managing performance and risk. In order to maintain 
citizens’ confidence, these mechanisms must be sound and be seen to be sound.

Governance Principles

6. The Council operates through a governance framework that brings together its 
legislative responsibilities and management processes.  The Council’s Governance 
arrangements are in line with the following principles:

Overarching requirements for acting in the public interest

A. Behaving with integrity, demonstrating strong commitment to ethical values, 
and respecting the rule of law

B. Ensuring openness and comprehensive stakeholder engagement

Achieving good governance in the public sector also requires effective arrangements 
for:

C. Defining outcomes in terms of sustainable economic, social, and 
environmental benefits

D. Determining the interventions necessary to optimise the achievement of the 
intended outcomes 
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E. Developing the entity’s capacity, including the capability of its leadership and 
the individuals within it

F. Managing risks and performance through robust internal control and strong 
public financial management

G. Implementing good practices in transparency, reporting, and audit to deliver 
effective accountability.

7. The Council’s AGS, shown at Appendix 1, is based around these governance 
principles and demonstrates how it ensures that its business is conducted in 
accordance with the law and to proper standards, and that public money is 
safeguarded and properly accounted for, and used economically, efficiently and 
effectively.  The Council also has a duty under the Local Government Act 1999 to 
make arrangements to secure continuous improvement in the way in which its 
functions are exercised, having regard to a combination of economy, efficiency and 
effectiveness.

8. In discharging this overall responsibility, the Council is responsible for putting in place 
proper arrangements for the governance of its affairs, facilitating the effective 
exercise of its functions and which includes arrangements for the management of 
risk.

9. The governance framework comprises the systems and processes, and culture and 
values, by which the Authority is directed and controlled and its activities through 
which it accounts to, engages with and leads the community. It enables the Authority 
to monitor the achievement of its strategic objectives and to consider whether those 
objectives have led to the delivery of appropriate, cost effective services.

10. The system of internal control is a significant part of that framework and is designed 
to manage risk to a reasonable level. It cannot eliminate all risk of failure to achieve 
policies, aims and objectives and can therefore only provide reasonable and not 
absolute assurance of effectiveness. The system of internal control is based on an 
ongoing process designed to identify and prioritise the risks to the achievement of the 
Council’s policies, aims and objectives, to evaluate the likelihood of those risks being 
realised and the impact should they be realised, and to manage them efficiently, 
effectively and economically.

Overall Council Internal Audit Opinion for 2018/19 is Reasonable 

Internal Audit 
Assurance Opinions 16/17 17/18 18/19

Good 7 11 10

Reasonable 22 23 27

Unsatisfactory 5 6 10

Unsound 1 0 1

 35 40 48
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11. The governance framework has been in place at the Council for the year 2018/19.

Financial Summary

12. There are no financial issues related to this report.

Risks

13. If Members are not involved in the endorsing the Annual Governance Statement it 
would weaken the overall governance arrangements of the Council and be non-
compliant with the Public Sector Internal Audit Standards, which therefore, could be 
subject to adverse criticism from the external auditor, currently WAO.

Year 1 
(Current)

£

Year 2

£

Year 3

£

Ongoing

£

Notes
including budgets heads 

affected
Costs
(Income)
Net Costs
(Savings)
Net Impact 
on Budget

Risk Impact of 
Risk if it 
occurs*
(H/M/L)

Probability 
of risk 
occurring 
(H/M/L)

What is the Council doing or 
what has it done to avoid the 
risk or reduce its effect

Who is 
responsible for 
dealing with the 
risk?

Members not 
involved with 
Annual 
governance 
process

M L The Chief Internal Auditor 
has compiled the AGS and 
taken it to Audit Committee 
for discussion and comment.

Chief internal 
Auditor
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* Taking account of proposed mitigation measures

Links to Council Policies and Priorities

14. The Governance framework and arrangements supports all of the Council’s priorities 
and plans.

15. Giving management assurance on systems in operation gives them confidence that 
there is sound financial management in place, that more effective services can be 
provided and the risk of theft, fraud and corruption is minimised. Better service 
provision, looking after the public pound makes our City a better place to live for all 
our citizens, hence Improving People’s Lives.

 To make our city a better place to live for all our citizens
 To be good at what we do
 To work hard to provide what our citizens tell us they need

Options Available

16. This is a factual report and therefore there are no specific options to be considered. 
The annual report provides a mechanism for monitoring the performance and 
progress of the Internal Audit team and the adequacy of the Council’s internal control 
environment to ensure the public pound is spent wisely and appropriately and that 
fraud, theft and corruption is minimised.

17. That the Annual Governance Statement be accepted and presented alongside the 
Annual Statement of Accounts 2018/19, subject to any amendments suggested by 
the Audit Committee.

Preferred Option and Why

18. Option (1) as it is requirement of the Accounts and Audit (Wales) Regulations 2014, 
the Public Sector Internal Audit Standards and ensures good governance.

Comments of Chief Financial Officer

19. I can confirm that I have been consulted on the Annual Governance Statement 
2018/19 and have no additional comments.

Comments of Monitoring Officer

20. In accordance with the Accounts and Audit (Wales) Regulations 2014, an Annual 
Governance Statement must be prepared with the Annual Statement of Accounts, 
setting out how well the Council complies with its Code of Corporate 
Governance. The Council's internal governance arrangements are set out in various 
constitutional framework documents under the umbrella of the Code of Governance.  
The Code has been prepared in accordance with relevant Guidance and incorporates 
the seven core governance principles developed by the Independent Commission on 
Good Governance in Public Services. It also reflects legislative requirements and 
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ethical principles of democratic decision-making. Compliance with the Code will 
ensure that decisions continue to be made lawfully and with propriety and in a fair 
and transparent manner.

Comments of Head of People and Business Change

21. There are no other specific HR issues arising as a result of the report. In terms of 
Corporate Policy & Performance, the report presents a review of audit activity during 
the period concerned and is set out in the context of performance framework. Clearly 
the work of the audit team is critical in giving assurance that the work of the Council 
is being undertaken within the set policies and procedures.  It is also critical in 
ensuring that the organisation meets its statutory responsibilities under the Well-
being of Future Generations Act (2015).

Comments of Cabinet Member

22. Not applicable.

Local issues

23. No local issues.

Scrutiny Committees

24. Not appropriate.

Equalities Impact Assessment

25. Not required.

26.  The Equality Act 2010 contains a Public Sector Equality Duty which came into force 
on 06 April 2011.  The Act identifies a number of ‘protected characteristics’, namely 
age; disability; gender reassignment; pregnancy and maternity; race; religion or 
belief; sex; sexual orientation; marriage and civil partnership.  The new single duty 
aims to integrate consideration of equality and good relations into the regular 
business of public authorities. Compliance with the duty is a legal obligation and is 
intended to result in better informed decision-making and policy development and 
services that are more effective for users.  In exercising its functions, the Council 
must have due regard to the need to: eliminate unlawful discrimination, harassment, 
victimisation and other conduct that is prohibited by the Act; advance equality of 
opportunity between persons who share a protected characteristic and those who do 
not; and foster good relations between persons who share a protected characteristic 
and those who do not.  The Act is not overly prescriptive about the approach a public 
authority should take to ensure due regard, although it does set out that due regard 
to advancing equality involves: removing or minimising disadvantages suffered by 
people due to their protected characteristics; taking steps to meet the needs of 
people from protected groups where these differ from the need of other people; and 
encouraging people from protected groups to participate in public life or in other 
activities where their participation is disproportionately low. 

27. As this is an annual review of the governance arrangements in place at Newport City 
Council there is no need for an Equalities Impact Assessment.  Internal Audit forms 
part of the governance process and all audits are undertaken in a non-discriminatory 
manner.
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Children and Families (Wales) Measure

28. Not appropriate.

Wellbeing of Future Generations (Wales) Act 2015

29. In compiling this report the principles of this Act have been considered:

 Long term: The Internal Audit workload is based on an annual operational 
plan supported by a 5 year strategic plan; this supports the 
governance arrangements

 Prevention: Good strong governance should identify strengths and 
weaknesses which gives management the opportunity of 
preventing gaps in service provision getting worse.  This 
should also minimise the potential for fraud, theft, loss or 
error.

 Integration: Internal Audit support service managers and heads of service 
to ensure sound governance arrangements are in place within 
their area of responsibility; this should ensure sound 
stewardship of public money.

 Collaboration:  The Council’s partnership arrangements should have sound 
governance arrangements in place to strengthen 
accountability and transparency within the public sector. 

 Involvement: Heads of Service and Senior Managers are responsible for 
governance arrangements within their own service areas and 
are invited to contribute to the Annual Governance Statement. 

Crime and Disorder Act 1998

30. The work undertaken by Internal Audit should minimise potential fraud, corruption, 
theft or misappropriation within the Council.  Allegations of potential criminal activity 
will be investigated and reported to the police where appropriate. Internal Audit 
contribute towards the Council’s governance arrangements.

Consultation 

31. Not appropriate.

Background Papers

32. 2018/19 Approved Audit Plan; 2018/19 Annual Internal Audit Report; Corporate Plan; 
Cabinet and Scrutiny papers; Council policy and procedures. 

Dated:
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APPENDIX 1

ANNUAL GOVERNANCE STATEMENT 2018/19

DRAFT 1 

Andrew Wathan
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ANNUAL GOVERNANCE 
STATEMENT

2018/19

Our Vision: to be recognised as a high performing Council, ensuring the right 
services are provided to our communities, our Councillors and our staff
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What is Corporate Governance?

Corporate governance is the system of rules, practices and processes by which an 
organisation is directed and controlled. Governance comprises the arrangements put in 
place to ensure that the intended outcomes for stakeholders are defined and achieved. 

What does ‘Good’ Corporate Governance look like? 

Good governance is about the processes for making and implementing decisions. It’s not 
about making ‘correct’ decisions, but about the best possible process for making those 
decisions, ensuring that it is doing the right things, in the right way, for the right people in a 
timely, inclusive, open, honest and accountable manner. Good governance leads to 
effective:

 leadership and management;

 performance and risk management;

 stewardship of public money; and

 public engagement and outcomes for our citizens and service users.

What this statement will tell you

This Statement describes the extent to which Newport City Council has, for the year ended 
31 March 2019, complied with the requirements of the Accounts and Audit (Wales) 
Regulations 2014. 

It also describes how the effectiveness of the governance arrangements has been monitored 
and evaluated during the year and sets out any changes planned for the 2019/20 period. 

This Statement has been prepared in accordance with guidance produced by the Chartered 
Institute of Public Finance and Accountancy (CIPFA) and the Society of Local Authority 
Chief Executives and Senior Managers (SOLACE); the ‘Delivering Good Governance in 
Local Government Framework 2016’ and ‘Delivering Good Governance in Local Government 
Guidance Notes for Welsh Authorities 2016’.  It embraces the elements of internal financial 
control required by the ‘Code of Practice on Local Authority Accounting in the United 
Kingdom’. 
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1 Scope of Responsibility

1.1 Newport City Council (the Council) is responsible for ensuring that its business is 
conducted in accordance with the law and to proper standards, and that public 
money is safeguarded and properly accounted for, and used economically, efficiently 
and effectively.  

1.2 The Council also has a duty under the Local Government (Wales) Measure 2009 to 
make arrangements to secure continuous improvement in the way in which its 
functions are exercised, having regard to strategic effectiveness, service quality, 
service availability, fairness, sustainability, efficiency and innovation.

1.3 In discharging this overall responsibility, the Council is responsible for putting in place 
proper arrangements for the governance of its affairs, facilitating the effective 
exercise of its functions and arrangements for the management of risk.

1.4 The Council’s financial management arrangements conform to the governance 
requirements of the ‘CIPFA Statement on the Role of the Chief Financial Officer in 
Local Government (2010)’.

1.5 The Council’s Code of Corporate Governance sets out its commitment to good 
Governance, which is consistent with the principles of the CIPFA/SOLACE 
Framework ‘Delivering Good Governance in Local Government’, was initially 
approved by Cabinet and then Council in July 2013 with a further update approved by 
Cabinet in July 2014.  A copy of the Code can be obtained from the Head of Finance.  
This statement explains how the Council has complied with the CIPFA /SOLACE 
Framework and Guidance and also meets the requirements of the Accounts and 
Audit (Wales) Regulations 2014.

2 The Purpose of the Governance Framework 

2.1 The governance framework comprises the systems and processes, and culture and 
values, by which the Council is directed and controlled and its activities through 
which it accounts to, engages with and leads the community.  It enables the Council 
to monitor the achievement of its strategic objectives and to consider whether those 
objectives have led to the delivery of appropriate, cost effective services.

2.2 The system of internal control is a significant part of that framework and is designed 
to manage risk to a reasonable level.  It cannot eliminate all risk of failure to achieve 
policies, aims and objectives and can therefore only provide reasonable and not 
absolute assurance of effectiveness.  The system of internal control is based on an 
on-going process designed to identify and prioritise the risks to the achievement of 
the Council’s policies, aims and objectives, to evaluate the likelihood of those risks 
being realised and the impact should they be realised, and to manage them 
efficiently, effectively and economically.
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2.3 The governance framework has been in place at the Council for the year 2018/19, 
and up to the date of approval of the statement of accounts.

3 The Governance Framework 

3.1 The Council’s Governance arrangements are in line with the following principles:

Overarching requirements for acting in the public interest

H. Behaving with integrity, demonstrating strong commitment to ethical values, 
and respecting the rule of law

I. Ensuring openness and comprehensive stakeholder engagement

Achieving good governance in the public sector also requires effective arrangements 
for:

J. Defining outcomes in terms of sustainable economic, social, and 
environmental benefits

K. Determining the interventions necessary to optimise the achievement of the 
intended outcomes 

L. Developing the entity’s capacity, including the capability of its leadership and 
the individuals within it

M. Managing risks and performance through robust internal control and strong 
public financial management

N. Implementing good practices in transparency, reporting, and audit to deliver 
effective accountability. 

Wellbeing of Future Generations (Wales) Act 2015

3.2 The diagram on the following page brings together the above principles of good 
governance with the requirements of the Well-being of Future Generations (Wales) 
Act 2015; it shows sustainability as all-encompassing. The core behaviours of:

 Behaving with integrity, demonstrating strong commitment to ethical values 
and respecting the rule of law; and

 Ensuring openness and comprehensive stakeholder engagement
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This needs to be applied to the five ways of working outlined in the 2015 Act. These five 
ways of working have to permeate all segments of delivering outcomes which, in turn, should 
ensure effective use of resources as the Council maximises its contribution to the economic, 
social, environmental and cultural well-being of Wales.
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The Three Lines of Defence in effective Risk Management and Control

3.3 Assurance can come from many sources within the Council. The Three Lines of 
Defence is a concept for helping to identify and understand the different sources of 
assurance.

By defining these sources into three categories 
 First Line - functions that own and manage risks e.g. management and 

supervisory controls; 
 Second Line - functions that oversee risks e.g. Governance structures and 

processes such as Scrutiny Committees and;
 Third Line - functions that provide independent assurance on the 

management of risks e.g. Internal Audit along with external providers of 
assurance such as External Audit and External Inspections & Regulatory 
Reports (e.g. ESTYN).

The model helps the Council understand how each area contributes to the overall 
level of assurance and how best good governance can be integrated and supported.



Annual Governance Statement (AGS)

Audit Committee
(AGS Approval Committee)

Leader, Cabinet Members, Chief Executive, Chief Financial Officer, Monitoring Officer, Corporate Management Team
(Provides oversight of the 3 lines of defence assurance framework)

1st Line of Defence
Business and Operational 

Management

Delivering objectives, identifying risks and 
improvement actions, implementing controls, progress 
reporting, provides management assurance, ensuring 

compliance.

3rd Line of Defence
Independent Assurance

Independent challenge and audit, reporting assurance, 
audit opinion assurance levels

Operational Management & Staff

Programme & Project Management

Delivery of Service Plans

Managing Performance & Data Quality
Internal Audit

External Audit

External Inspections &
 Regulatory Reports

2nd Line of Defence
Oversight and Support

Strategy / Policy / Direction setting, decision-making, 
assurance oversight.

Committee and Scrutiny Functions

Quality Control Checks

Risk Management

Senior Management Functions

Functional Compliance
 (Information Management, HR, Legal, 

Procurement & Accountancy)
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Corporate Plan

3.4 The Council’s Corporate Plan for 2017 to 2022 “Building on Success – Building a 
Better Newport” sets out the 5 year vision and direction for the Council.  

3.5 A new Corporate Plan was agreed by the Council in November 2017, and sets out 
what the Council would do over the next five years to Build on Success and Build a 
Better Newport, focussing on jobs and the economy, education and skills, fairness 
and equality, community safety and cohesion, the environment, transport, culture, 
and social wellbeing.  

3.6 The Corporate Plan forms part of the Council’s policy framework, and prior to 
agreement had been through the necessary consultation with scrutiny and members 
of staff.  

3.7 Within the Corporate Plan twenty commitments for change, relating to the following 
four areas have been outlined:

 Resilient communities,
 A thriving city,
 Aspirational people,
 A modernised Council.

These are the four themes that will drive our Council in the years towards 2022.

3.8 Newport City Council’s Well-being Objectives are:
 To improve skills, educational outcomes and employment opportunities
 To promote economic growth and regeneration while protecting the 

environment
 To enable people to be healthy, independent and resilient
 To build cohesive and sustainable communities

Our Mission: Improving people’s lives (why we do what we do)

3.9 Newport is forward-thinking in its aspirations for the City and how it can improve 
outcomes for its citizens. Our mission and values are not a quick fix or knee-jerk 
reaction to the financial context. Rather, they seek to tackle deep seated challenges 
and allow us to make the most of the strength of our communities and our staff and 
build on the improvements and transformations that are already underway.

3.10 In summary, aligned with the aspirations set out in the Well-being of Future 
Generations Act, we believe, ‘Improving People’s Lives’ means:

 Our communities are strong and can look after themselves.
 We have a strong local economy and local people have the skills they need to 

find work.
 Our city and surrounding communities feel safe and they are places where 

people want to make their lives.
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 For citizens that need tailored specialist support we intervene early and work 
together with people to help stabilise, maintain and improve their lives as 
quickly as possible.

 Our City Council’s key role is a facilitator and enabler, with a focus on 
prevention.

Our values: Improving people’s lives (how we do what we do)

3.11 Our values describe the behaviour we need to embed in everything that we do from 
service delivery and commissioning, to how we approach decision making and the 
sort of work environment we create. They are the foundation for the way our 
organisation operates. They are also the values we seek to encourage among our 
residents and partners more broadly. Our three values are:

BE COURAGEOUS
This means that we expect our staff, and services to be ambitious and innovative. We 
expect this to be the case whether services are delivered directly by our Council, 
through regional networks or provided by an external organisation.

BE POSITIVE
As an organisation we are always helpful and constructive, support and enable 
residents to do more for themselves. We take a pragmatic, glass half-full approach 
and we approach in relation to the challenges and opportunities facing our city and 
we approach tasks and decisions with confidence and tenacity.

BE RESPONSIBLE
Being responsible means that we trust staff and all providers who deliver services on 
our behalf to take responsibility and to be accountable for their actions and the quality 
of their work.
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Delivering the Corporate Plan

3.12 The intended outcomes agreed in the plan set the key priorities for the Council. The 
Wellbeing of Future Generations Act was introduced in 2016 and aims to help create 
a Wales that we all want to live in, now and in the future. To give current and future 
generations a good quality of life we need to think about the long term impact of the 
decisions we make. The Council has set its Wellbeing Objectives and they are 
included in this plan because they form part of the Council’s vision for the future.

3.13 The Corporate Plan should not be viewed in isolation; it makes up part of the 
strategic planning map or ‘golden thread’ that integrates the plans and strategies of 
the Council. The Corporate Plan sets the vision and direction for the Council and sits 
below the Wellbeing Plan which is agreed in collaboration with partners. The strategic 
direction flows down from the Corporate Plan; the actions to deliver the vision flow up 
from individuals whose every day work contributes to the performance and delivery of 
the vision.
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3.14 The Corporate Plan has been produced at a time of significant financial challenge 
within the public sector, the workforce and budgets must be carefully planned and 
managed to ensure that we can deliver what we have set out to do; this is done 
within each service area in their service plans. The Corporate Plan will be 
underpinned by the development and delivery of a comprehensive change 
programme which will align with the time frame of the Corporate Plan. The actions 
planned by service areas will contribute to the delivery of the Corporate Plan, service 
plans are set in conjunction with cabinet members and scrutiny committees to ensure 
oversight and accountability for the delivery of the actions.

3.15 The Council’s Improvement Plan ran up to 2018 and has subsequently been 
incorporated within the Corporate Plan.  The final stages of the Improvement Plan 
were reported through Cabinet during 2018/19.

3.16 It is important that through risk management and well thought out strategic planning 
the work of the Council continues to provide improved outcomes for citizens and 
communities. The Council also works to ensure compliance with the current 
legislation and any changes that may occur, in order to do this the Council works 
closely with the Wales Audit Office who are the Council’s external auditors.

3.17 The Plan sets out clearly the Council’s priorities and demonstrates its commitment to 
improving social, economic, environmental and cultural well-being and developing 
plans through the sustainable development principles – long term, integration, 
collaboration, involvement and prevention.

Monitoring the Corporate Plan

3.18 An annual statement of progress is presented to members and senior officers and 
published so that it can be shared with all employees and members of the public to 
present an open and transparent view of how the Council is working towards its 
vision and objectives and how further work will be focused to ensure further 
improvement.

3.19 Actions set out in services plans and the Corporate Plan will contribute to the delivery 
of the objectives, and these will also be presented to members for challenge and 
appraisal. 

3.20 The Wales Audit Office, as the Council’s external auditor, will provide comment on 
the Council’s ability and progress in delivering its vision.

3.21 Specific Boards have been set up around the Themes identified in the Plan to 
monitor the progress of the “20 by 2020” commitments.  These meet on a regular 
basis and comprise of senior managers of the Council.
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ONE Newport Public Service Board

3.22 The One Newport Public Service Board (PSB) Newport’s Well-being Plan (2018-23) 
which represents the combined strategic planning intent of a partnership of the key 
public service providers in Newport which includes the Council – for improving the 
quality of life in terms of the economic, social, cultural and environmental well-being 
of Newport.  This Plan was approved by the Board May 2018.

3.23 PSBs were established by the Well-being of Future Generations (Wales) Act 2015 
and must work in accordance with the sustainable development principle and 
achievement of the seven wellbeing goals by:

 assessing the state of the city's economic, social, environmental and cultural 
wellbeing; 

 setting local objectives that are designed to maximise their contribution within 
the city to achieving those goals; 

 taking all reasonable steps to meet those objectives.

3.24 The well-being objectives of the Plan are linked to the Well-being Objectives and are:

 People feel good about living, working, visiting and investing in Newport;

 People have the right skills and opportunities to find suitable work and 
contribute to sustainable economic growth;

 People and communities are friendly, confident and empowered to improve 
their well-being;

 Newport has healthy, safe and resilient environments.

3.25 The Plan identifies 13 priorities in the 4 areas of Economic, Social, Cultural and 
Environmental, and incorporates the following interventions:

 The Newport “Offer”
 Strong Resilient Communities
 Right Skills
 Green & Safe Spaces
 Sustainable Travel

3.26 Performance of the Well-being Plan was reported through the Strategy & 
Performance Board (PSB) throughout 2018/19. 

3.27 Newport’s stakeholders are encouraged to get involved with shaping the policies and 
decisions of One Newport PSB through the Involve Newport Citizens’ Panel and the 
One Newport Engagement and Participation Strategy. 
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Risk Management Strategy

3.28 The Council’s Risk Management Strategy requires the proactive participation of all 
those responsible for planning and delivering services in identifying, evaluating and 
managing significant risks to the Council’s priorities, services and major projects.  
The risks and the controls necessary to manage them are recorded in the respective 
service plans, and any required improvements to controls are monitored to ensure 
implementation.  One of the requirements of the WFG Act is to use the wellbeing 
goals and five ways of working to frame risks in short, medium and long term; and 
steps to manage them. 

3.29 Processes are in place to ensure the economic, effective and efficient use of 
resources and for securing continuous improvement in the way that functions are 
exercised.  This is supported by reviews undertaken by the external auditors and 
inspectors, and co-operating with the Welsh Government and as part of the wider 
collaborative agenda.

3.30 The Chief Executive and the Strategic Directors are accountable for ensuring that the 
Council Priorities are delivered, and performance against key targets is regularly 
monitored via the performance management framework, In-Phase.

3.31 In order to ensure the successful delivery of services and completion of projects, 
central guidance and support is provided in respect of procurement and project 
management.

3.32 The Corporate Risk Management Strategy has been reviewed and revised to 
strengthen existing arrangements and support the delivery of the Corporate Plan.  
The sustainable development principle of the Wellbeing of Future Generations Act 
(Wales) 2015 has also been embedded in the process and frames each risk identified 
in the Corporate Risk Register. Anticipating and preparing for future challenges, 
trends, threats and opportunities is an essential part of the Councils risk strategy and 
allows for better preparedness and the incorporation of mitigation into planned 
activities and policies. This helps the Council to take a longer-term strategic 
approach, and makes present policy more resilient to future uncertainty.

3.33 The Corporate Risk Strategy is approved and monitored on a regular basis by the 
Council’s Audit Committee, along with the Corporate Risk Register.

Decision Making Process

3.34 The Constitution, which can be found on the Council’s website, sets out:

 how the Council operates and makes decisions; 
 the procedures to ensure that decision-making is transparent and accountable to 

local people and other stakeholders; 
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 the key roles of all members and senior officers, including the lead 
responsibilities for corporate governance of the Leader, the Chief Executive and 
other designated senior officers;

 a scheme of delegated powers for decision-taking;
 responsibilities for reviewing and agreeing the Council’s corporate governance 

arrangements;
 arrangements for ensuring it is regularly reviewed and updated;
 its related codes and protocols.

3.35 The Council takes its decisions by way of the full Council meeting or the 
Executive. The Executive comprises the Cabinet working as a collective. Decisions 
are also taken by individual Cabinet Members and Chief Officers.  The Scheme of 
Delegation and the Terms of Reference which are included in the Constitution, make 
it clear at which level decisions are taken.  Agendas, reports, decision schedules and 
minutes of all meetings of the Council or the Cabinet are available to the public by 
way of the Council’s website except in exceptional circumstances where they may 
contain exempt or confidential matters.  Any minutes or decisions arising from the 
consideration of such reports are, however, available to the public via the website.  
Report and Decision schedules showing decisions taken by individual Cabinet 
Members are also available to the public via the website except in similar exceptional 
circumstances.  

3.36 Every report considered as part of the decision making process by Members must 
contain comments by the Council’s Monitoring Officer and by the Section 151 Officer 
and (where there are staffing issues) by the Head of People and Business Change.  
The report template ensures report authors consider potential risks, equalities, WFG 
and financial implications of their proposals.

3.37 The Head of Law and Regulation is the designated ‘Monitoring Officer’ in 
accordance with the Local Government and Housing Act 1989, and ensures 
compliance with established policies, procedures, laws and regulations.  After 
appropriate consultation, this officer will report to the full Council in respect of any 
proposals, decisions or omissions which could be unlawful or which have been 
subject of an Ombudsman investigation resulting in a finding of maladministration.

3.38 The Head of Finance is responsible for the proper administration of the Council’s 
financial affairs, as required by Section 151 of the Local Government Act 1972.

Scrutiny Committees

3.39 The Council introduced new Scrutiny Committees during 2017/18. Members of the 
scrutiny committees review policies and question key decisions made by the 
Council’s Cabinet to ensure they are open, accountable, transparent and in the best 
interests of the local area and its residents. 
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3.40 Scrutiny committees also review the Council’s achievements against planned 
targets, issues of local concern and services provided by the Council and other public 
organisations. In Newport City Council there are four scrutiny committees:

 Overview and Scrutiny Management Committee
 Performance Scrutiny Committee - Partnerships
 Performance Scrutiny Committee - People
 Performance Scrutiny Committee - Place and Corporate

3.41 Each Committee is politically balanced and the chairs are allocated in proportion 
to the number of seats held by political groups.  

3.42 In line with the Local Government Measure a separate Democratic Services 
Committee was established during 2012/13 along with a Chief Democratic Services 
Officer; this committee meets quarterly dealing with national consultation exercises, 
national policy and Members codes and development.

3.43 The Standards Committee, which includes a majority of independent 
representatives, advises on and monitors the Member Code of Conduct, the Protocol 
for Member/Officer Relations, and any other Codes relating to the conduct of 
Members.

3.44 The Education Service is responsible for three statutory committees which 
challenge, monitor and support the delivery of statutory functions. The committees 
are made up of Council officers, representative Headteachers and external partners. 
These committees are the Schools’ Forum, the School Admission Forum and the 
Early Years Development & Childcare Partnership. 

Audit Committee 

3.45 The Audit Committee considers the work of internal and external auditors and the 
responses to audit recommendations.  It also has responsibility for approving the 
Annual Statement of Accounts and its associated reports (which include this 
statement).

3.46 The Audit Committee is politically balanced and has appointed an independent 
chairman; he is not part of the political structure of the Council.  

Internal Audit

3.47 Internal Audit operate to the standards set out in the Public Sector Internal Audit 
Standards (PSIAS) and its role and status is set out in the Council’s Internal Audit 
Charter.  The Chief Internal Auditor is accountable to the Head of Finance and the 
Audit Committee.

3.48 As required under the PSIAS the Newport City Council Internal Audit team underwent 
an external quality assessment during 2017/18. The report (issued March 2018) 
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stated that Internal Audit were ‘generally compliant’ with the PSIAS which was the top 
grading. 

3.49 The Chief Internal Auditor reports, in his own name, to the Audit Committee a 
summary of audit findings for each quarter, and also reports annually an opinion on 
the overall adequacy and effectiveness of the Council’s internal control environment, 
governance arrangements and risk management processes.  The overall opinion for 
2018/19 was ‘Reasonable’.

External Audit & Regulatory Bodies

3.50 The Council has an objective and professional relationship with its external auditors 
and statutory inspectors. The Council is subject to external compliance requirements 
such as the Wales Audit Office high level risk assessments for its financial systems 
and information and technology, and the extensive requirements of Public Services 
Network (PSN) compliance, assessed annually by the Cabinet Office, and Payment 
Card Industry Data Security Standards (PCI-DSS).

The Ethical Governance Framework

3.51 The ethical governance framework includes:

 codes of conduct for officers and members, which are reviewed, updated and 
tested for compliance; 

 a protocol governing Member/Officer relations; 

 a whistle-blowing policy widely communicated within the Council and which is 
regularly reviewed;

 registers of personal and business interests for Members and Chief Officers;

 an agreed policy and associated corporate procedures for ensuring that 
complaints about services can be properly made and investigated, and for 
ensuring that any lessons can be applied; and

 the Strategic Equality Plan and Equality Objectives 2016-2020 (Cabinet 
February 2016).

3.52 Established anti-fraud, bribery and corruption arrangements provide a deterrent, 
promote detection, identify a clear pathway for investigation and encourage 
prevention.  These include procedures designed to combat money-laundering, the 
anti-fraud, bribery and corruption policy and the whistleblowing policy.

3.53 A revised anti-fraud, bribery and corruption policy statement was considered by the 
Audit Committee in January 2018. 

Information Management & Data Protection
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3.54 Local Authorities collect, store, process, share and dispose of a vast amount of 
information.  The Council must meet its statutory responsibilities effectively and 
protect the personal information it holds throughout its life cycle and invest in security 
measures to ensure compliance with data and information security standards as 
outlined in the Digital Strategy 2015-2020.

3.55 Following adoption of the Information Risk Management Policy in 2013 the Council 
has defined roles and responsibilities for information risk as: 

 The Senior Information Risk Owner (SIRO) has high level responsibility for 
controls relating to information security and the role is undertaken by the Head 
of Law & Regulation (independent of operational responsibilities);

 Information Asset Owners (IAO’s) must effectively manage the information 
assets that they own;

 The Information Management team are the operational lead on information 
governance in conjunction with the IT Service;

 The Information Governance Group provides a high level management 
overview of information governance;

 The Council’s Information Risk Register is maintained by the Information 
Management team to document and manage risks, reported annually.

3.56 The Council is required to meet statutory obligations regarding the handling of data; 
the Digital Strategy incorporates an Information Risk Management Policy which 
outlines roles and responsibilities for information risk management.  This ensures that 
the requirements of legislation, including the Data Protection Act 2018 (GDPR), 
Environmental Information Regulations 2004 and the Freedom of Information Act 
2000 are met and that the risks around information are managed appropriately.  The 
Information Risk Management Policy also formalised the requirement for an Annual 
Information Risk Report which was reviewed by Scrutiny Committee before being 
reported to the Cabinet Member for Community & Resources in February 2019.

3.57 The Annual Information Risk Report provides an annual assessment of the Council’s 
information governance arrangements and key risks, supported by an action plan. 
The highest level information risks are escalated in the Corporate Risk Register as 
appropriate.

3.58 General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) is regulation by which the European 
Parliament, the European Council and the European Commission intend to 
strengthen and unify data protection for individuals within the European Union.  The 
GDPR came into force in the UK from 25 May 2018. The government has confirmed 
that the UK’s decision to leave the EU will not affect the commencement of the 
GDPR. Many of the GDPR’s main concepts and principles are much the same as 
those in the current Data Protection Act (DPA), so if the Council complies properly 
with the existing DPA then most of its approach to compliance will remain valid under 
GDPR and is the starting point to build from. 

Human Resources
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3.59 The Council’s recruitment procedures provide equality of employment opportunities. 
An equality-assessed pay structure to meet the requirements of the Single Status 
Agreement of 1997 was implemented in April 2015.

3.60 In accordance with its statutory responsibilities, the Council has in place a Health and 
Safety Policy and related procedures.

Safeguarding 

3.61 We all share a responsibility, both corporately and individually, to ensure that all 
children and adults are treated with respect and protected from others who may 
abuse them.  There is a separate Safeguarding page on the Council’s intranet site 
and each service area has its own Safeguarding Champion.

3.62 All Newport City Council employees including voluntary staff members, elected 
members and contractors, who come into contact with children or vulnerable adults in 
the course of their work must understand their employee responsibilities and 
whenever necessary take action to safeguard and promote the welfare of a child or 
vulnerable adult.

3.63 The Council has a Safeguarding Policy Statement and was updated in February 
2018; supporting policies and procedures have been reviewed and updated during 
2018/19 (Cabinet February 2019). 

3.64 Agreed arrangements enable the Council to comply with statutory requirements in 
respect of child protection and the protection of vulnerable adults.  Recruitment 
procedures help to ensure that Council employees and Members working with 
children or vulnerable adults are checked for their suitability to do so.

4 Review of Effectiveness

4.1 The Council has responsibility for conducting, at least annually, a review of the 
effectiveness of its governance framework including the system of internal control.  
The review of effectiveness is informed by the work of the Senior Leadership Team 
within the Council which has responsibility for the development and maintenance of 
the governance environment, the Chief Internal Auditor’s annual report, and also by 
comments made by the external auditors and other review agencies and 
inspectorates.

4.2 The governance arrangements continue to be regarded as fit for purpose in 
accordance with the governance framework.

4.3 The processes that have been applied to maintain, review and improve the 
effectiveness of the governance framework include:
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i. periodic reviews of the Constitution and ethical governance arrangements by 
the Monitoring Officer;

ii. periodic reviews of the financial controls by the Chief Finance Officer;
iii. formal risk management and regular on-going review of the processes involved;
iv. the Internal Audit function, whose work takes account of identified risks through 

regular audits of the major systems and establishments in accordance with the 
annual internal audit plan, and which includes ‘follow-up’ work to ensure that 
Heads of Service implement agreed management actions;

v. the work of the Performance Scrutiny Committees, Overview & Scrutiny 
Management Committee, Democratic Services Committee, Standards 
Committee and Audit Committee;

vi. the opinions and recommendations of the Council’s external auditors and other 
inspection and regulatory agencies;

vii. regular monitoring of performance against service plans and key targets, and 
reporting of this to senior management and members, through the Management 
Information Hub;

viii. the outcomes of the Annual Information Risk Report are monitored quarterly by 
the Information Governance Group;

ix. progress against the Newport Well-being Plan is monitored by scrutiny and the 
PSB throughout the year.
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5. Principle A: Behaving with integrity, demonstrating strong commitment to 
ethical values, and respecting the rule of law

5.1 The Protocol for Member/Officer relations was considered by the Standards 
Committee in January 2018 approved by Council July 2018.  

5.2 Following the Local Government elections in May 2017 mandatory training was 
provided to new Members of the Council along with other training sessions for 
existing members. 

Training Course Brief Description

Code of Conduct Mandatory training for new members

Governance Mandatory training for new members

Licensing Committee Mandatory training for Licensing 
Committee members

Planning Committee Mandatory training for Planning 
Committee members

Scrutiny Committee Training Briefing of terms of reference for those on 
each Scrutiny Committee

Chairing Skills Training Chairing skills training for Scrutiny Chairs

Safeguarding Corporate Safeguarding training for all 
members

Planning Committee Section 106 agreements

Scrutiny Committee Training Questioning skills for Scrutiny Committee 
members

Treasury Management Seminar for all members

Wellbeing of Future 
Generations Act Training

Wellbeing of Future Generations Act 
Training for all members

5.3 In order to monitor all key Council decisions for fairness a ‘Fairness Commission’ was 
established which was the first Fairness Commission in Wales.  Members of the 
Fairness Commission were chosen to represent a range of interests, experiences 
and backgrounds from across the city, including education, trade unions, equality 
groups, faith communities and the two main political parties in the Council.  The 
Fairness Commission is chaired by an academic from the University of South Wales. 
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5.4 Reviews of the Council budget proposals have been undertaken by the Fairness 
Commission.  

5.5 Induction training for employees covers code of conduct, expected standards of 
behaviour and the importance of the whistleblowing policy. These documents are 
also available on the staff intranet.

5.6 A revised Whistleblowing Policy was commended in March 2015, updated in 2017, 
and a confidential helpline set up. In 2018/19 2 disclosures were made under the 
policy. These were both appropriately investigated and acted upon in accordance 
with the agreed policy. 

5.7 There were no successful “call-in” challenges to decisions on procedural grounds and 
no judicial review challenges on grounds of legality during the year.

5.8 There were 2 complaints of Member misconduct made to the Ombudsman in 
2018/19 involving City Councillors but neither were accepted for investigation.  There 
were no referrals to the Standards Committee and no findings of misconduct or 
breaches of the Member Code.  

5.9 The Ombudsman had issued the Council with his Annual letter for 2017/18 
(Standards Committee November 2018) which set out information relating to the 
numbers of complaints of maladministration and misconduct which were referred to 
his office during this period relating to Newport City Council and its Councillors.

5.10 The number of complaints received concerning Newport increased from 26 to 37.  
Most of the complaints received by the Ombudsman were discontinued or resolved.  
There were no findings of maladministration or misconduct during 2018/19.  In 
Newport’s case, whilst the volume of complaints increased this mostly lead to a 
satisfactory outcome. There were no public interest reports.

5.11 Ahead of the implementation of the General Data Protection Regulations in May 
2018, a GDPR Task and Finish group was established with representation from each 
service area.  With the assistance of the group, the Council made progress to ensure 
compliance. 

5.12 All waivers of the Contract Standing Orders and urgent decisions are reported 
through the Audit Committee quarterly.  The Internal Audit team continues to deliver 
awareness raising sessions on the importance of compliance with these Contract 
Standing Orders.

5.13 The Audit Committee has the power to call in a Head of Service and Cabinet Member 
to hold them to account for addressing required improvements to the internal control 
environment within their service area.

5.14 48 Internal Audit opinions were issued in 2018/19. The overall opinion on the 
adequacy of the internal control environment for 2018/19 was REASONABLE (in 
2017/18 the overall opinion was Reasonable).
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5.15 Management have agreed to implement the action points in order to address the 
weaknesses identified and Internal Audit will be following this up in 2018/19.  90% of 
agreed management actions for 2017/18 had been implemented by management.

5.16 Reasons why the outcome of some internal audit reviews were deemed to be 
unsatisfactory were presented to Audit Committee; the Head of Service had been 
called in to the Audit Committee to provide assurances that appropriate action would 
be taken to make the necessary improvements.

5.17 The audit opinions are about the level of assurance provided regarding the adequacy 
of the internal control environment, governance arrangements and risk management 
processes in place within a particular service area or establishment at a particular 
point in time.  They are not a reflection of how well the service is delivered or the 
establishment is run.

 
6    Principle B: Ensuring openness and comprehensive stakeholder engagement

6.1 The Overview and Scrutiny Annual Report for 2017/18 was considered by Council in 
September 2018.

6.2 The Scheme of Delegation sets out responsibilities for decision making.  The 
Council’s website includes the Cabinet and Cabinet Member decisions / Member 
profiles.  

6.3 The majority of meetings are held in public as shown from Committee agendas and 
minutes which are then available on the website.  The Council now broadcasts 
Council meetings and Planning Committees live on the internet and is working 
towards webcasting other formal member meetings. Live tweets are broadcast from 
Newport Council’s Twitter account.

6.4 Social media, Twitter and Facebook for example, is increasingly being used to 
engage local people and communicate the corporate message.

2016-17 2017-18 2018-19

Good 7 11 10

Reasonable 22 23 27

Unsatisfactory 5 6 10

Unsound 1 0 1

Total 35 40 48
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6.5 Individual Cabinet Members can make decisions under the scheme of delegation; 
agendas and decisions for all Cabinet Members are published on the Council’s 
website.

6.6 Standing Orders of the Council were amended in July 2017 to include a session for 
open questions to the Leader of the Council at full Council meetings.

6.7 From May 2016 Public Service Board (PSB) papers were published online on the 
One Newport partner website to ensure transparency, as were agenda and minutes 
of the Single Integrated Plan Board.

6.8 Public engagement and consultation is key to the WFG Act.  One of the five ways of 
working is Involvement - the importance of involving people with an interest in 
achieving the well-being goals, and ensuring that those people reflect the diversity of 
the area which the body serves.  This is now considered in all Cabinet Member 
reports through changes in the report template.

6.9 As part of Newport City Council’s commitment to being open and transparent it 
publishes its data on the website which the public is free to view and use 
www.newport.gov.uk/transparency. Examples of open data sets:

 Newport Matters production costs

 Pupil Numbers

 Public health funerals

 Council Pay & Grading

 Payments to suppliers

 Councillor allowances & expenses

 Business rates

 Freedom of Information

School Reorganisation Programme

6.10 The Council undertakes the school reorganisation programme in accordance with the 
Welsh Government statutory School Organisation Code. 

6.11 Each consultation is supported by full stakeholder engagement as outlined in the 
statutory code. This includes the publication of detailed consultation packs and a 
children and young people summary version, distribution of response forms, drop-in 
sessions and meetings with the school councils at relevant and local schools. 
Following each consultation, a consultation report is prepared and published which 
outlines how the consultation was carried out, who is engaged and the relevant 
responses. These reports are provided as annexes to the Cabinet Member report 

http://www.newport.gov.uk/transparency
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which approves moving to the next stage in the process – publication of the statutory 
notice. The statutory notice is the stage at which legal objections can be lodged 
against proposals. 

6.12 The Local Authority works closely with the governing bodies of all schools across 
Newport and as key stakeholders they are consulted where appropriate on all 
matters.

6.13 The Council has responded to Freedom of Information Act requests within the 
required 20 days:

7 Principle C: Defining outcomes in terms of sustainable economic, social, and 
environmental benefits

7.1 The Corporate Plan, as outlined above, was rewritten in 2017, and incorporates the 
Council’s wellbeing objectives as required by the WFG Act.  The Plan sets out clearly 
the Council’s priorities and demonstrates its commitment to improving social, 
economic, environmental and cultural well-being and promoting sustainable 
development.  The Corporate Plan 2017-2022 “Build on Success and Build a Better 
Newport.

7.2 The One Newport PSB Well-being Plan (Cabinet May 2018) – represents the 
combined strategic planning intent of a partnership of the key public service providers 
in Newport which includes the Council – for improving the quality of life in terms of 
the social, economic, cultural and environmental well-being of the whole community.   
No single organisation can meet the total needs of a community, so there is a 
requirement to plan and deliver services in collaboration with other public and private 
sector organisations.

7.3 The Well-being Plan identifies key priorities and objectives that the PSB will work 
towards achieving over a set period of time.  These priorities have been identified as 
those where the PSB and other key stakeholders must work together to achieve 
success and meet the requirements of the WFG Act.

2016-17 2017-18 2018-19

No’ of FOI requests 1087 1037

No’ responded to within 20 
days

914 916

Percentage of FOIs 
responded to within 20 days

84%

Target 88%

88.3%

Target 88%
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7.4 The One Newport Public Service Board Newport’s Well-being Plan (2018-23) was 
taken to the Public Services Board in May 2018.  

7.5 The 2016-2018 Improvement Plan was agreed by Cabinet in April 2016 which stated 
the 8 improvement objectives and included feedback from scrutiny committee 
consultation.  These were linked to the themes in the Corporate Plan 2012-2017 and 
were centred around the sustainable economic, social and environmental benefits. 
Although incorporated into the Corporate Plan in 2018, quarter 4’s performance 
against the outgoing Improvement Plan was reported to Cabinet in 2018.

7.6 The Wales Audit Office issued the Council with its second Certificate of Compliance 
following an audit of the Council’s Improvement Plan 2016 - 2018 which went to 
Cabinet in December 2018, confirming the Council had discharged its duties under 
section 15 (6) to (9) of the Measure and had acted in accordance with Welsh 
Government guidance sufficiently to discharge its duties.

7.7 In a report to Cabinet in September 2017, the WAO provided their findings from a 
review of the Council’s governance arrangements when determining significant 
service changes. The report concluded that the Council’s governance arrangements 
for determining significant service change were improving, and it recognised that its 
vision and change programme needed to be refreshed to strengthen its 
arrangements further. 

7.8 WAO reported that the Council’s governance arrangements were clear and well 
understood, and progress had been made since the Corporate Assessment.  Pre-
decision scrutiny had increased, and it was positive to note that officers were 
prepared to put forward a full range of options for discussion by Members.  The 
Council had effective arrangements for stakeholder engagement, although 
improvements could be made to how the Council then made use of this information.  
There was also opportunity to improve monitoring of the impact of service change, for 
example by agreeing monitoring arrangements before changes were agreed. No 
formal recommendations were made as a result of this review. 

7.9 In October 2018, the Annual Improvement Report 2017/18 was presented to Cabinet 
by officers. This report is compiled each year by the WAO and brings together 
regulatory reports that have been received throughout the year from the WAO and 
other regulators such as ESTYN, CSSIW etc. The WAO form an overall opinion of 
whether the Council is likely to meet its duty to demonstrate continuous improvement 
under the Local Government Measure (2009) by looking at the findings of these 
reports.

7.10 Based on 2017/18 regulatory work the WAO have concluded that the Council is 
meeting its statutory requirements in relation to continuous improvement in 2017/18. 
The Cabinet welcomed the news that the Council was continuing to improve, despite 
the financial, legislative and population growth challenges it was facing.
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7.11 The Annual Report of the Director of Social Services was presented to Cabinet in 
October 2018.  This report is an evaluation of 2017/18 performance for Social 
Services and it conforms in format and content with the statutory requirements for the 
Director’s report. It sets out the Council’s improvement journey in providing services 
to people in Newport, who access information, advice and assistance, and those 
individuals and carers in receipt of care and support. The report sets out to 
demonstrate how Newport Social Services has responded to the new requirements of 
the Social Services and Well-being (Wales) Act 2014 and how it has promoted and 
accounted for the delivery of well-being standards to the citizens of Newport. The 
Director concluded that Social Services in Newport City Council are lean, efficient 
and well-placed to respond to the continuing challenges it faces. 

7.12 2018/19 service planning incorporated an understanding of customer needs, service 
area outcomes and improvement priorities, performance management and 
monitoring, an action plan to achieve the outcomes, an assessment of service related 
risk, an acknowledgement of regulators’ proposals for improvement and an equalities 
impact assessment.

7.13 Newport 2020 was introduced in February 2016 as the Council’s organisational 
change plan and has been used to inform the agreed Corporate Plan. 

7.14 Communication is important to Newport; the Annual Statement of Accounts 2017/18 
was taken through the Audit Committee process before being endorsed by Cabinet 
and Council.  All Council decisions, reports and questions asked by Members are 
available on the website; as are Cabinet Member decisions, Audit Committee reports 
and the work of the Scrutiny Committees. Headline figures of the Council’s financial 
position were included in the Council tax leaflets distributed with all bills.  Financial 
information, Council activities, achievements, developments, updates and events 
were included in Newport Matters which is distributed to every household in the City, 
are also available on the Council’s intranet and website.

7.15 Equality Impact Assessments are required by law under the Equality Act 2010. 
Newport’s assessments also examine ‘Fairness’ and the Welsh language to ensure 
that the needs of other vulnerable people are considered, as well as the effect on 
different areas within Newport.  A range of these were undertaken during 2018/19 
which have been published on the Council’s website.

7.16 The Public Services Board review includes the monitoring of targets to ensure 
policies are delivering the agreed outcomes to ensure services are effective, focused 
on local people and improved quality of life in the City.  In terms of measuring the 
environmental impact of policies, plans and decisions, the Council is working with the 
Welsh Local Government Association as one of 10 lead authorities for sustainability, 
and this will also form part of the Wellbeing Assessment and Wellbeing Plan work.
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8 Principle D: Determining the interventions necessary to optimise the 
achievement of the intended outcomes

8.1 The Local Authority is a partner in the South East Wales Consortium Schools 
Causing Concern protocol. This Policy forms a part of, and is aligned with, the 
National Model for School Improvement in relation to the informal support and 
challenge provided by the Local Authority (LA) to a school prior to any issuing of a 
warning notice or invocation of formal powers of intervention based on the six 
grounds for intervention. It also aligns with the Welsh Government (WG) Guidance 
on Schools Causing Concern (March 2016).

8.2 Where the Education Service has concerns with schools’ performance it can consider 
adding additional governors to support and improve the governance arrangements.

8.3 Regular reporting into Cabinet, Scrutiny and Audit Committee enables the 
achievement of the Council’s objectives to be challenged and appropriate action 
plans put in place to address any identified issues so that the intended outcomes can 
be achieved. Longer term service plans were developed during 2018/19 for 
implementation in 2019/20.

8.4 Dealing with customer complaints helps Newport to identify and deal with failures in 
service delivery and look for opportunities to improve.  The Council’s Customer 
Complaints  Policy and procedures are available on the web site; the public can 
report a problem or concern via the ‘Report it’ option on the web front page .  The 
following table shows the number of complaints received for the past three years:

2016-17 2017-18 2018-19

Stage 1 Complaints 297 284

Stage 2 Complaints 30 24

Complaints to Ombudsman 28* 37

* The Ombudsman upheld 1 complaint in part

8.5 Where things are not working as well, Cabinet recognised the shared role of Cabinet 
Members, Members and Officers in performance against Improvement targets.  The 
Cabinet also recognised the role of scrutiny in looking at any systematic failures. 
Newport is learning from its mistakes.  The implementation of action plans continued 
across the board with the Corporate Assessment,  Estyn Inspections, service plans 
and internal audit reports along with findings from external audit, WAO. 
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9 Principle E: Developing the entity’s capacity, including the capability of its 
leadership and the individuals within it

9.1 Councillor programmes have been held mainly based on their various roles within the 
Council.  The Democratic Services Committee recognised the Council needed to do 
more to base the programme on individual needs as identified by Councillors.  To this 
end the Committee agreed to pilot a series of interviews with the Organisation 
Development team to participate in this pilot.

9.2 There is an on-going programme of events and training for Members involved in 
Planning & Licensing Committees and Sub Committees.  

9.3 Embedded Appraisal arrangements for Chief Officers are in place, including:-

 Chief Executive’s Annual Appraisal;
 Chief Executive’s one to one meetings with Strategic Directors; 
 Strategic Directors’ one to one meetings with Heads of Service;
 Cabinet Member one to one meetings with Heads of Service
 Appraisal of Chief Officers (Heads of Service).

9.4 The employee performance management system (Clear Review) was launched 
during 2017. This enables ongoing evaluation and encourages all staff to give 
feedback to colleagues.  This ensures that all officers and managers reflect on their 
objectives and staff are able to link their objectives directly to the organisational goals 
set within the Corporate Plan. Participation in Clear Review now forms part of the 
suite of corporate performance indicators. The system also allows continued 
professional development (CPD) opportunities to be identified which are needed to 
improve the skill, knowledge and understanding of employees.

9.5 Core Skills training is available through Organisational Development aligned to our 
corporate values with specific training available on topics such as Customer Care, 
Stress Management and Equality and Diversity.

9.6 Management Capacity is being developed through:-

 A mandatory introduction to Management programme for new line managers 
(started in November 2018);

 Further In-house management development modules for middle managers;
 Aspiring Leaders Programme delivered in partnership with the University of 

South Wales.

9.7 Senior Management lead Cabinet Member briefings on a regular basis. Briefings 
stimulate discussion around the need for Member training.  These considerations are 
followed up with Democratic Services, ensuring that an appropriate and timely 
Members training programme is planned.
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9.8 Scrutiny is leading a programme of training and support aimed at improving 
challenge and scrutiny.  The Gwent Scrutiny Challenge is being undertaken in 
partnership with Gwent colleagues and with support from Welsh Government’s 
Scrutiny Development Fund, Wales Audit Office, Welsh Local Government 
Association and Centre for Public Scrutiny.

9.9 Developing the Relationship between Cabinet and Scrutiny was a major focus of both 
the National Scrutiny Study (WAO 2014) and the Corporate Assessment, highlighting 
the need to clarify roles and responsibilities of Cabinet and Scrutiny.  The WAO 
concluded that the Council has started to improve its governance arrangements, 
however, the value of scrutiny is not yet being maximised.  Regular meetings have 
taken place to further develop the relationship between Scrutiny and the Executive.

9.10 The scheme of delegation in the constitution sets out the various responsibilities of 
Members and Officers.  This is updated as required via the Democratic Services 
Committee. Standing Orders and the Constitution were updated to take account of 
the requirements of the Local Authorities (Standing Orders) (Wales) (Amendment) 
Regulations in July 2014.

9.11 Appropriate and relevant job descriptions were in place for the Chief Executive, 
Senior Leadership Team (SLT), Monitoring Officer and Head of Finance.  

9.12 To ensure agreed procedures and all applicable statutes are complied with the 
Monitoring Officer attends all Council meetings; authors of all scrutiny, Audit 
Committee, Cabinet, Council reports need to obtain comments from the Monitoring 
Officer, Chief Finance Officer and the Head of People and Business Change before 
submission.  All reports taken in 2018/19 included such comments.

9.13 A protocol on Members / Officers relations is included within the Council’s 
Constitution and this was reviewed by the Standards Committee January 2018 and 
approved by Council in July 2018.  The Procedure for Dealing with Complaints of 
Breaches of the Members' Code of Conduct was reviewed in March 2015.  A 
Planning Committee Code of Best Practice and a Licencing Committee Code of 
Practice are also in place. 

9.14 There were some ‘cosmetic’ changes made to the Council Constitution during July 
2018 to reformat the document, make it easier to understand and navigate through 
online.  The following were updated;

 Updates to job titles
 Portfolio updates following the election (e.g. Cabinet Member delegations 

– which is an executive matter delegated to the Leader)
 Member allowances update, as approved by Council April 2018

9.15 Remunerating Members - The Members’ scheme is now determined by the 
Independent Remuneration Panel.  A report on any discretionary payments is 
presented to the Council following consideration by the Democratic Services 
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Committee.  The Schedule of Member Remuneration 2018/19 was published on the 
website.

Partnerships / Collaboration Working

9.16 Partnership and Co-operative Principles (Outcome Agreement) is included within the 
Council’s Improvement Plan with its aim being to support the delivery of public sector 
reform by working collaboratively with our partners to improve outcomes for the City.  
A single plan for partnership working in Newport is being delivered via the “One 
Newport” Public Services Board (Single Integrated Plan) – current themes are 
Economy and Skills, Health and Wellbeing, and Safe and Cohesive Communities.

9.17 The establishment of the Education Achievement Service (EAS) for 5 South East 
Wales Education authorities in 2012 including Newport, has appropriate governance 
arrangements in place.  The EAS Business Plan for 2016-2019 was taken through 
Scrutiny in March 2016.

9.18 Prosiect Gwyrdd is a key partnership Newport is involved in with 5 neighbouring local 
authorities (Cardiff, Vale of Glamorgan, Caerphilly and Monmouthshire); Newport’s 
Contract Waste Profile was reported to Cabinet March 2012. This partnership is 
covered by an Inter-Authority Agreement (IAA).

9.19 The Gwent Frailty Programme was launched in April 2011.  The Frailty Programme is 
a multi-agency partnership aimed at improving Intermediate Care services in Gwent 
and spans the Aneurin Bevan Health Board (ABHB), 5 Local Authority partners and a 
number of voluntary sector organisations.

9.20 In One Place obtained Cabinet support in November 2013 to facilitate collaboration 
between Aneurin Bevan Health Board (ABHB), the five local authorities and Housing 
Associations within Gwent with the aim of streamlining the process of developing 
suitable accommodation for people with complex health and social care needs in 
Gwent.

9.21 One Newport Public Services Board (PSB) includes health, police, colleges, local 
government, housing, third sector and central government; it has a shared strategic 
purpose detailed in the Single Integrated Plan with terms of reference and the 
Performance Management Framework. The Public Services Board was created in 
2016 following the WFG Act.  The terms of reference of the board were reviewed in 
2017/18 at the first meeting following a local government election as required by the 
WFG Act.

9.22 The South East Wales Improvement Collaborative (SEWIC) Fostering Group is a 
working group to develop a marketing strategy, with the objective of creating a unified 
brand to represent all 10 of the local authorities in South East Wales.  It reports to 
SEWIC Board of Social Services Directors.
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9.23 In July 2015 Cabinet was informed of the Team around the Cluster which is a 
collaboration between schools and public services (health, social care, police) 
designed to meet the needs of vulnerable children.  The model had been tested with 
two pioneer clusters (Llanwern and Newport High) and there had already been 
significant improvements in the lives of vulnerable children and families and Head 
Teachers have given their support to this initiative.

9.24 In 2016/17 a business case was developed for delivery of IT services as a 
partnership with the Shared Resource Service (SRS).  The SRS is a collaborative 
ICT provision in South East Wales that comprises Gwent Police, Monmouthshire 
County Council, Torfaen County Borough Council and Blaenau Gwent County 
Borough Council. The SRS is underpinned by a Memorandum of Understanding 
(MoU) that enables a single management structure across the board.  Newport CC 
became a partner of SRS in April 2017.  The progress of implementation as reported 
through scrutiny.

9.25 Newport City Council continues to be part of the Cardiff Capital Region City Deal.  
With the Leader and Chief Executive attending Joint Cabinet meetings. The 
Accountable Body, City of Cardiff, will ensure that there is a means of managing 
financial, legal and governance arrangements of the Cardiff Capital Region. 

9.26 There is a Council policy on information sharing along with numerous information 
sharing protocols with our partners. Information sharing is key to joined up service 
delivery.  The Wales Accord on the Sharing of Personal Information (WASPI) was 
developed as a practical approach to multi agency sharing for the public sector in 
Wales, and Newport signed up to this in January 2011.  The Council is required to 
meet statutory obligations regarding the handling and sharing of data, in accordance 
with the Data Protection Act 1998.  The Information Sharing Policy has been 
developed to ensure information is only shared appropriately, safely and compliantly.

10 Principle F: Managing risks and performance through robust internal control 
and strong public financial management

10.1 To ensure the Council continues to meet its statutory duty to demonstrate continuous 
improvement the monitoring of performance is undertaken through Cabinet, Cabinet 
Members and Scrutiny Committees.

10.2 The year-end Performance Analysis for 2017/18 was taken through Cabinet in 
October 2018 which showed: 

 59% of our performance indicators have performed better than target;
 36% of our performance indicators have performed better than last year;
 40% of our performance indicators have performed better than Wales’ 
average
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10.3 Performance management arrangements had been improved with regular monitoring 
by the Cabinet and Cabinet Members as well at officer level. The Authority had made 
its targets more difficult to achieve in an effort to push the organisation into improving 
services. 

10.4 Mid-Year Performance Analysis for 2018/19 was taken through Cabinet in January 
2019.  The Council continued to meet its obligation to demonstrate continuous 
improvement in performance. This was against a back drop of cuts to Council 
budgets, more challenging targets and a set of measures which had changed.  

10.5 The report showed that for the first six months of this financial year: 

 84% of the actions (205/245 actions) identified in the service plans were reported 
as being ‘In Progress’;

 7% of actions (17/245 actions) reported as being ‘Completed’; and
 9% of actions (23 out of 245 actions) awaiting to be commenced.

10.6 A report was taken through Cabinet in October 2018 regarding academic pupil 
performance for Foundation Phase, Key Stage 2 and Key Stage 3 at the end of the 
academic year 2017/18 for schools in Newport. 

10.7 The key points to note within the report were: 

 Consistently strong performance of Newport schools at Foundation Phase, Key 
Stage 2 and Key Stage 3;

 Newport continues to perform significantly above the Welsh average in the 
Foundation Phase Indicator;

 In 2016/17 Newport ranked 6th out of 22 Local Authorities in Wales – significantly 
above the Free School Meal ranking of 15th place.

 In 2016/17 Newport performed 1.9 percentage points above the Welsh average – last 
year Newport performed 3.8 percentage points above the Welsh average.

 Core Subject Indicator attainment at Key Stage 2 continues to improve and to 
perform above the Welsh average

 Core Subject Indicator in Key Stage 3 has continued to improve and is above the 
Welsh average for the first time in recent years following a 3.1 percentage point 
improvement in 2017/18;

 Newport’s performance in English, Maths and Science at National Curriculum Levels 
6+ and 7+ is consistently above the Welsh average

 An increase in Newport school attendance performance with Newport primary school 
attendance moving from 21st to 14th ranking position and secondary schools moved 
from 21st to 19th position in 2017/18.

10.8 Every Child Group - This is a monitoring group with senior and middle managers 
from Central Education and representative Headteacher partners to challenge and 
support Key Performance Indicators and is held half-termly. 

10.9 Minutes, Agendas & Reports along with their subsequent decision schedules and 
questions to Cabinet Members are all available on the web site.  Council, Cabinet, 
Scrutiny and Audit Committee reports are available on the Council’s website.
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10.10 New scrutiny committees were established during 2017 to better represent the 
Council’s structure; Partnerships, People and Place & Corporate.  There is also an 
Overview and Scrutiny Management Committee.

10.11 Audit Committee meets regularly and its activities can be seen via the Council’s 
website; it met 6 times in 2018/19.  It received

 The Annual Internal Audit Report 2017/18

 The Annual Internal Audit Plan 2018/19

 The Draft Annual Internal Audit Plan 2019/20

 Quarterly updates from Internal Audit re opinions / performance

 Standing Order 24 (Urgent Decisions) and Waiving of Contract Standing 
Orders quarterly reports

 Treasury Management report and updates

 Corporate Risk Register quarterly updates

 Draft and Final 2017/18 Financial Statements, including the Annual 
Governance Statement

 6 monthly updates on Internal Audit low assurance opinions

 Regulatory Reports Summary and other WAO reports

10.12 To enable good, quality information, advice and support to ensure that services are 
delivered effectively and are what the community wants / needs, a report template 
has been developed which helps authors to consider relevant issues in report writing 
and insists that statutory officers are consulted.  Minutes, Agendas & Reports along 
with decision schedules are all available on the website. Legal / Finance / HR officers 
attend key meetings to respond to questions as required.

Risk Management

10.13 The Council’s Corporate Risk Register was updated and taken through Cabinet in 
2018/19, with 1 high risk and 7 medium risks presented. A full review of the Risk 
Register was undertaken and presented to Cabinet in September 2017, this review 
identified a total of 14 risks; 4 remained from the previous report, 2 risks had been 
closed and 2 updated, in addition 8 new risks (5 high and 9 medium risks) were 
identified. The Register was reviewed in January 2018 (5 high and 9 medium risks, 
no changes); updates were also presented to the Audit Committee during the year.
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10.14 Mitigation of risk is incorporated within the risk register, which moves the risk from 
inherent to residual.  The major risks Newport has identified, following the full review 
of the risk register in September 2017 and an assessment of the current controls or 
mitigation in place; the top 14 risks facing the Council as at this time were as follows: 

10.15 The above figures relate to a likelihood v impact score where the higher the number, 
the higher the risk.

10.16 The Audit Committee felt that managing the risks faced by service areas was an 
important aspect of the manager’s role and should be part of his / her day to day 
responsibilities.  Further work was required to ensure that risk management became 
fully embedded within Council operations so that it became more of a living document 

Risk Risk Assessment

September 2017

Risk Assessment

January 2018

1 Legislative Requirements - Medium 12 12

2 Capacity and capability to meet the 
Councils objectives - Medium

12 12

3 Safeguarding - Medium 8 8

4 Brexit - Medium 9 9

5 In year financial management - 
Medium

12 12

6 Balancing the Council’s Medium 
Term budget - High

16 16

7 Increased pressure on demand led 
services - High

16 16

8 Risk of stability of external suppliers - 
High

20 20

9 Increasing pressure on existing 
infrastructure - High

16 16

10 Climate Change - Medium 12 12

11 Increasing demands on IT Services 
and the modernisation agenda – 
Medium 

6 6

12 Increasing risk of cyber attack - 
Medium

9 9

13 Asset Management – Carriageways 
and Buildings - High

20 20

14 Recruitment and retention of 
specialist professional staff - Medium

12 12
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so that operational managers took greater responsibility for owning and dealing with 
the risks identified in their areas.

10.17 A report template for all formal member and scrutiny reports requires authors to 
consider risk and its management or mitigation when writing reports.

10.18 Each Head of Service incorporates the keys risks to their service within operational 
plans which identified the impact, the likelihood and any mitigation in place to 
manage those risks.

Information Governance

10.19 The purpose of the Annual Information Risk Report is to provide an assessment of 
the information governance arrangements for the Council and identify where action is 
required to address weaknesses and make improvements.  The 2016/17 report was 
received by Scrutiny in July 2017 and reported to the Deputy Leader with the Scrutiny 
Committee comments in November 2017.  The 2017/18 report is currently in draft 
with the Information Governance Group.

10.20 The Annual Information Risk Report forms an important element of information risk 
management, and includes an action plan.  The report highlights the improvements 
which have been made over the previous 5 years;

 
 PSN (Public Services Network) compliance maintained;

 Creation and management of Information Governance Group which meets 
quarterly;

 Creation of the Information Asset Register;

 699 staff have attended corporate training courses, 534 in Social Services, 32 
Councillors and 135 in schools;

 New policies have been developed and existing policies updated;

 Information risk register created and managed;

 298 incidents recorded over the last 5 years. 2 most serious incidents referred 
to the ICO (Information Commissioners Office) with no action taken against 
the Council;

 Development of Information Sharing Protocols (12) along with Data 
Disclosure Agreements (9);

 The Council’s priority IT systems were formally identified for the first time;
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 Increased the percentage of laptops used. Wireless facilities have been 
provided in Council and other buildings as part of Newport Community Cloud. 
Egress Switch solution rolled out to all users. The Xerox Mail solution being 
rolled out;

 Roll out of Electronic Document Management Solutions (EDMS) in 7 areas of 
the Council. Development and management of a Modern Records facility;

 Met Freedom of Information Requests target in 4 out of 5 years. 7 new data 
sets published

(Link) Annual Information Risk Report 2016-17

10.21 The Information Commissioner (ICO) recommends that Councils publish information 
proactively and the Council has adopted the ICO publication scheme in this respect.  
The model publication scheme commits the Council to publishing certain classes of 
information.  It also specifies how the Council should make the information available, 
any charges, and what we need to tell members of the public about the scheme.  
This has been updated in line with new requirements to provide sets of electronic 
data on request.

10.22 Freedom of Information requests are also available through an online form on the 
Council’s website.

Financial Stewardship

10.23 Where value for money of the public pound is concerned, the budget proposals were 
examined by a joint meeting of Scrutiny Committees and then by the individual 
committees as part of the budget process.  It is intended that the Medium Term 
Financial Plan (MTFP) will form the basis of some of the Scrutiny Reviews in the 
coming year.  As part of its review process the internal audit team checks to ensure 
corporate contacts are being utilised. 

10.24 There are robust arrangements for effective financial control through the Council’s 
accounting procedures, Financial Regulations and Contract Standing Orders (CSOs), 
revised May 2016.  These include established budget planning procedures, which are 
subject to risk assessment, and regular reports to members comparing actual 
revenue and capital expenditure to annual budgets.  Procedures for tendering and 
contract letting are included in the CSOs.  The Council’s Treasury Management 
arrangements follow professional practice and are subject to regular review by the 
Council’s Audit Committee and full Council.

Procurement Gateway Process

10.25 In 2015 NCC introduced a ‘Procurement Gateway Process’ mandatory to follow if 
seeking to commission or procure goods, services or works over £4,000 in value. The 
processes are designed to give a consistent approach to procurement across the 

https://democracy.newport.gov.uk/documents/s10389/02%20Annual%20Information%20Risk%20Report%202017%20FINAL.pdf
http://www.newport.gov.uk/documents/Council-and-Democracy/Transparency/ICO-Model-publication-scheme-FOI-2013.pdf
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Authority and enable senior management to have visibility of the goods and services 
being purchased by the Council. 

10.26 The Gateway process was implemented due to major reforms in EU legislation for 
procurement and the Introduction of the National Procurement Service for Wales 
(NPS), ensuring compliance and transparency.

10.27 The Council needed to ensure that it is in compliance with the new Directives and 
that it is not purchasing anything that must be sourced via collaborative 
arrangements such as those by NPS.

10.28 For all procurements over £100,000 there is a monthly Gateway Board chaired by the 
Chief Executive that will approve or reject new Business Cases. The Strategic 
Procurement Category Managers lead service areas in both the gateway process 
and submitting business case.

Thresholds: 

10.29 Up to £4,000 it is necessary only to demonstrate and record that value for money is 
being achieved.

10.30 From £4,000 to £25,000, requirements should either be sought through the ‘Quick 
Quote’ section on www.sell2wales.gov.uk or openly advertised on 
www.sell2wales.gov.uk . 

10.31 From £25,000 to £100,000 all requirements must be openly advertised on 
www.sell2wales.gov.uk and tendered using the Council’s electronic eTenderWales 
tendering system. 

10.32 Over £100,000 all requirements must be openly advertised on 
www.sell2wales.gov.uk and tendered using the Council’s electronic eTenderWales 
tendering system. 

Medium Term Financial Plan

10.33 Regular budget / outturn reports for revenue and capital were presented to and 
approved by Cabinet during the year.  The updated MTFP and budget monitoring 
reports were presented to and approved by Cabinet in June 2017, July 2017, 
September 2017, November 2017, December 2017, January 2018 and February 
2018.  The 2017/18 Budget consultation and MTFP were submitted to Council in 
February 2017; budget proposals also went through the Learning, Caring and Leisure 
Scrutiny, Street Scene, Regeneration and Safety Scrutiny, Community Planning and 
Development Scrutiny. The Council recognises that timely and accurate budget 
monitoring information is essential for effective decision making purposes.  A public 
consultation exercise was also undertaken to determine the 2017/18 budget 
proposals.

http://www.sell2wales.gov.uk/
http://www.sell2wales.gov.uk/
http://www.sell2wales.gov.uk/
http://www.sell2wales.gov.uk/
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11 Principle G: Implementing good practices in transparency, reporting, and 
audit to deliver effective accountability 

11.1 In April 2016 Cabinet supported the establishment of the Regional Partnership Board 
following the Social Services and Wellbeing (Wales) Act 2014; the partners being 
Blaenau Gwent, Caerphilly, Monmouthshire, Newport and Torfaen local authorities, 
Aneurin Bevan University Health Board, Torfaen Voluntary Alliance, Gwent 
Association of Voluntary Organisations.

11.2 The WAO’s review of progress against its Corporate Assessment of Newport and 
Corporate Assessment follow up recommendations (2015/16) was presented to and 
accepted by Cabinet in October 2016.  It identified 4 proposals for improvement and 
determined that the Council has made progress against all the recommendations 
made in the Corporate Assessment follow-up report. Progress reports and updates 
on the action plan to address the recommendations and proposals for improvement 
were submitted to Cabinet in April 2017, November 2017 and March 2018.

11.3 A review was conducted by WAO of ‘Good governance when determining significant 
services changes’ and a report was submitted to Cabinet in September 2017. No 
recommendations were made as a result of this review and 5 areas were highlighted 
where the Council’s governance could be strengthened. The Council responded to 
this by compiling an action plan to address the proposals for improvement that were 
identified.

12 Action Plan 

12.1 Based on our review of the governance framework, the following issues will be 
addressed during 2018/19 to further improve and strengthen the governance 
arrangements and their effectiveness in future years.
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Issue Action Responsible Officer
3.56 The established anti-
fraud, bribery and corruption 
policy statement required 
review. This was endorsed by 
the Audit Committee.

The revised anti-fraud, bribery 
and corruption policy 
statement to be taken through 
Cabinet, approved and 
published on the NCC website. 
Staff to be made aware via 
internal communications. 

2018/19 position:

Outstanding

Chief Internal Auditor

5.1 The protocol for 
Member/Officer relations was 
considered by the Standards 
Committee in January 2018 but 
the revised protocol had not 
been approved by Full Council. 

A further review of the 
protocol to take place in 
2018/19 prior to 
recommendation of approval 
to Council.  

2018/19 position:

Approved by Council July 2018

Head of Law & Regulation

5.11 The implementation of 
the General Data Protection 
Regulations (GDPR) in May 
2018 required new elements 
and significant enhancements 
to be considered, so the 
Council will have to do some 
things for the first time and 
some things differently.

The GDPR Task and Finish 
group to continue to meet and 
implement improvements in 
conjunction with service areas 
to fully comply with GDPR 
requirements. An Internal 
Audit review of actions taken 
to take place during the 
2018/19 year. 

2018/19 position:

Internal Audit did undertake a 
review of GDPR as part of its 
2018/19 Audit Plan.

Head of People & Business 
Change

7.12 To continue to strengthen 
the Council’s governance 
arrangements following the 
Wales Audit Office, Good 
Governance When 
Determining Significant Service 
Changes report. 

To continue to monitor the 
action plan which was 
presented to Cabinet in 
September 2017.

2018/19 position:

Chief Executive

8.4  To ensure that Service 
plans have been devised, 

Each service area to draft a 
service plan for the period 

All Heads of Service
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scrutinised and approved by 
the relevant Cabinet Member 
for each service area.

2018-2022 for approval. These 
will be reviewed by Scrutiny 
and approved by the Cabinet 
Member and subject to half 
yearly review.

2018/19 position:
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13 Conclusion

13.1 We propose over the coming year to continually monitor and review the projects within each 
service area to mitigate and manage these risks to further enhance our governance 
arrangements. We are satisfied that these steps will address the need for improvements that 
were identified in our review of effectiveness and will monitor their implementation and operation 
as part of our next annual review.

Signed:   ..............................................…….……………….Date……………………… 2019    

Leader 

Signed:   ……………………………...........…………………….Date………..…….……… 2019

Chief Executive


